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Abstract—In a number of data-driven applications such as
detection of arrhythmia, interferometry or audio compression,
observations are acquired indistinctly in the time or frequency
domains: temporal observations allow us to study the spectral
content of signals (e.g., audio), while frequency-domain observa-
tions are used to reconstruct temporal/spatial data (e.g., MRI).
Classical approaches for spectral analysis rely either on i) a
discretisation of the time and frequency domains, where the
fast Fourier transform stands out as the de facto off-the-shelf
resource, or ii) stringent parametric models with closed-form
spectra. However, the general literature fails to cater for missing
observations and noise-corrupted data. Our aim is to address
the lack of a principled treatment of data acquired indistinctly
in the temporal and frequency domains in a way that is robust to
missing or noisy observations, and that at the same time models
uncertainty effectively. To achieve this aim, we first define a joint
probabilistic model for the temporal and spectral representations
of signals, to then perform a Bayesian model update in the
light of observations, thus jointly reconstructing the complete
(latent) time and frequency representations. The proposed model
is analysed from a classical spectral analysis perspective, and its
implementation is illustrated through intuitive examples. Lastly,
we show that the proposed model is able to perform joint time
and frequency reconstruction of real-world audio, healthcare and
astronomy signals, while successfully dealing with missing data
and handling uncertainty (noise) naturally against both classical
and modern approaches for spectral estimation.

Index Terms—Spectral estimation, Bayesian inference, Fourier
pairs, interferometry

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Spectral and temporal representations

For any given quantity that varies through time, also referred
to as signal, we can consider at least the following two
representations: i) the temporal one given by the values
of the signal at different time instants, and ii) the spectral
representation, where the information in the signal is encoded
into the activation of oscillatory components at different
frequencies. Throughout the paper, we will refer to the index
set for signals as time, however, our analysis and contributions
are of general interest and can be applied to spatial data, as
well as other high-dimensional inputs.

In several disciplines within science and engineering, such
as astronomy, brain computer interface, audio compression,
finance and fault detection, one of the above representations
might be preferred due to, e.g., interpretation and decision-
making purposes. However, in the majority of cases, the
representation cannot be chosen, but rather it is determined
by the acquisition device, meaning that the signals might be
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sensed in one domain but need to be analysed in a different
one. For instance, in radio astronomy, interferometers such as
those at ALMA (Chile) [1] observe the sky through partial
sampling of its spectral representation, yet astronomers need
the spatial (optical) representation to perform analyses and
draw key conclusions. Conversely, in healthcare, arrhythmia
can be detected by identifying the predominant frequencies of a
heart-rate signal, however, the measurements are collected via a
mechanical transducer that senses temporal variations of heart
activity. In addition to the discrepancy between the available
and sought-after representations, high quality observations—
in either domain—require prohibitively expensive machinery,
therefore, moving back and forth between representations
becomes a clear practical challenge.

We consider the Fourier spectrum of stationary signals, in
which case the temporal and spectral representations of a
signal are referred to as Fourier pairs. As a consequence of
the one-to-one property of the Fourier transform, if one of
the representations (e.g., time) is completely known, then,
the alternative representation (e.g., frequency) can be directly
computed without uncertainty. However, in real-world scenarios
such as those described above, the observations are usually
partial, meaning that some values are not available, and/or are
corrupted by observation noise. Therefore, and owing to the
convolutional structure of the Fourier transform, if a single
value of the temporal representation is missing or contaminated
with observation noise, then, the entire spectral representation
becomes corrupted (and vice versa).

B. The classical perspective to spectrum analysis

Methods for analysing the relationship between spectral
and temporal representations are at the heart of the Signal
Processing (SP) toolkit since its dawn in the late 1940’s.
Spectral analysis [2], [3] can be found in several flavours of
SP, regardless of whether the signals under study are defined
for discrete or continuous time, or whether their treatment
is statistical or deterministic. In practice, we can identify
two approaches to spectral analysis, each one with their own
advantages and disadvantages. First, we have nonparametric
methods, such as the Welch periodogram [4] which directly
computes the discrete Fourier transform, or its computationally-
efficient implementation, the fast Fourier transform (FFT) [5].
These methods lack structural assumptions, since they aim to
be as general as possible without suffering from mismodelling.
However, under the presence of missing or corrupted data, non-
parametric methods provide no basis to discriminate between
true signal patterns and observation artefacts; as a consequence,
these artefacts immediately propagate from observations to the
spectral/temporal estimates. A second perspective to spectral
estimation is that of parametric models, which incorporate
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known structure in the processes at hand. This enables us to
jointly clean or filter our data when observations are missing
or are corrupted, and then perform spectral analysis. These
parametric methods can be understood as a projection of our
observations onto a space of signals with known spectral
representation (such as autoregressive processes based on [6],
[7], or sum of sinusoids via the Lomb-Scargle method [8],
[9]). Therefore, their analysis is computationally efficient but
biased towards the chosen model space. Despite its restrictive
assumptions, a key advantage of the parametric approach is
that it can be readily paired with a Bayesian treatment. This
concept allows us to define an observation stage to then perform
spectral analysis by means of Bayesian inference. This has
been pioneered by [10], [11], and more recently by using a
Kalman filter [12] or Gaussian processes [13], [14], yet only for
spectral estimation and not the inverse task related to temporal
reconstruction from spectral measurements.

C. A novel perspective to Fourier pairs

The above methods are focused on one of the representations
exclusively, and none of them address the Fourier-pair problem,
that is, to use observations from either domain (time or
frequency) to jointly reconstruct both representations. However,
simultaneously modelling both representations is critically
desired for two reasons. The first one, mentioned above, is
practical and stems from the fact that the acquisition device
and the natural representation of the data do not always
coincide, therefore, general estimation methods need to account
for observations and inference in either domain (or both).
The second reason is a conceptual one and it follows as a
consequence of the Fourier uncertainty principle (or Gabor
limit, see the Introduction of [15]). This principle states that a
function cannot be simultaneously localised or concentrated
both in time and frequency, meaning that it has to be spread
out in at least one of those domains. Therefore, signals can be
efficiently represented by freely choosing their representation
domain: frequency or time indistinctly (or even parts of both
domains).

We model Fourier pairs using probabilistic generative
models [16, Ch. 4-5], thus being able to perform statistical
inference for a broad class of signals and their spectra. This
treatment blends two perspectives to spectral analysis: on
one hand, the probabilistic treatment allows us to include
structural information which can then be updated in the light
of observations via Bayesian updates, thus accounting for
model uncertainty and missing data. On the other hand, the
generative perspective allows for flexible priors that can account
for a large class of signals, without the stringent limitation
of parametric structures. We will define a joint probabilistic
model for the spectral and temporal representations of a signal;
this way, whenever observations of any representation become
available, all unobserved quantities can be estimated by means
of Bayesian inference. By posing the spectral and temporal
reconstruction problems as (only) one of Bayesian inference,
the main challenge becomes to find an appropriate joint prior for
both representations that ensures exact inference thus preventing
the need for computationally expensive and inaccurate posterior

approximations. Exploiting the fact that the representations are
linked by the Fourier transform, we assume a jointly Gaussian
model, since normal random variables are closed under the
Fourier transform—which is a linear operator. This way, we
can interpret that both representations are two components
of the same object (the signal) and therefore they can be
inferred using observations from either domain through closed-
form (Gaussian) Bayesian inference. Therefore, we refer to our
method as Bayesian reconstruction of Fourier pairs (BRFP).

We summarise the contributions of our work as follows:

• A joint probabilistic model for signals and their spectra is
proposed, with likelihoods that cater for noisy and missing
data.

• Based on the above model, a mechanism for addressing
spectrum and temporal reconstruction using observations
from either time or frequency domains, via closed form
Bayesian inference is introduced.

• Due to its Bayesian treatment, a natural account of
uncertainty of estimates in the form of analytic error
bars on both the signal and its spectrum is established.

• An analysis of the covariance structure of the proposed
model and how it relates to classical spectral estimation
is provided. In particular, for the complete, noiseless-
data scenario, we show that the proposed methodology
collapses to the discrete Fourier transform.

• Illustrative examples on synthetic data as well as a
comparison to classic and modern methods in the lit-
erature on real-world datasets from astronomy and health
are presented. These experiments are evaluated through
appropriate performance indices.

Organisation of the paper. Section II presents the construc-
tion of the proposed generative model in time and frequency,
while Section III equips the model with an observation stage
dealing with missing and/or noisy data. These sections i)
compare BRFP to the classical approaches, ii) analyse the
resulting (posterior) covariances, and iii) provide illustrative
examples. Section IV shows the experimental validation of the
proposed BRFP model against classical and modern methods
in three settings using real-world data. Section V presents
a discussion of the experimental results, while Section VI
provides the concluding remarks and future work. Lastly, the
Appendix complements the experimental section giving a brief
description of the benchmarks and the 2D implementation of
the proposed method.

II. A JOINT MODEL FOR SIGNALS AND SPECTRA

Defining generative models for variables that are strongly
coupled is challenging in general. In our case, the signal and
its spectrum are indeed heavily interrelated: their relationship,
given by the Fourier transform, is deterministic. We will take
advantage of this fact and first define the marginal distribution
of the time series. Then, we will compute the corresponding
joint distribution over both time and spectrum as the push-
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forward distribution1 obtained through the Fourier transform
applied to time series.

A. Multivariate normal prior for temporal signals

We focus on the discrete-time (or discrete-space in the case
of images) setting, that is, we consider finite-length series
x = [x0, . . . , xN−1]> ∈ RN—where the subscript of xi ∈
R denotes the time index and N ∈ N. In statistical terms,
we will assume signals to be realisations of a multivariate
normal (MVN) distribution with (unknown) mean m ∈ RN
and covariance matrix Σ ∈ RN×N , that is,

x ∼ MVN(m,Σ). (1)

This is a probabilistic generative model for the time series x,
where the hyperparameters m and Σ determine the properties
of the signal such as magnitude, smoothness, and memory, to
name a few. We emphasise that the assumption of normality
is in fact very general, mainly because by controlling the
covariance function we can account for arbitrarily-general
structures, akin to Gaussian processes [17]. As a matter of fact,
several methods either implicitly assume Gaussianity, or their
scope can be reached by the Gaussian assumption. For instance,
ARMA models assume Gaussian errors and the Lomb-Scargle
method [8], [9] reconstructs the missing values by fitting a
sum of sinusoids, which can be replicated with an MVN with
periodic covariance function [18, eq. (17)]. Also, recall that
the Gaussian distribution provides the largest entropy among
the distributions with fixed variance supported on [−∞,∞],
therefore, the Maximum-entropy Principle supports choosing
the Gaussian distribution. Lastly, the Central Limit Theorem
also motivates the Gaussian assumption, since multiple sources
of uncertainty added together result in a distribution that
converges to a Gaussian even if the original sources followed
a different distribution.

Therefore, the above argument suggests that assuming a
nonparametric Gaussian model yields—by construction—more
general models than a number of classical approaches. This
is due to the large literature on covariance design [19], [20],
[21], which allows to Gaussian models to replicate well-known
models in the literature. However, we acknowledge that real-
world data such as the number of words in a stream of text [22],
a price series in finance [23] or discrete-state series can exhibit
non-Gaussian features. These non-Gaussian signals can be
modelled through a latent Gaussian model with an appropriate
non-Gaussian likelihood that ensures the desired properties
such as non-negativity, skewness or kurtosis. There is a vast
literature on Gaussian models with non-Gaussian likelihoods
that are used for classification [17, Ch. 3] and regression [24],
which can be motivated from neural networks [25], parametric
non-linear functions [26] and even Gaussian processes [27]
or Gaussian mixtures. Therefore, as we focus on modelling
the temporal dependence of signals and exploiting it in the

1The push-forward distribution is simply the distribution induced by applying
a deterministic function to a random variable; in our case, the application of the
Fourier transform to the time series. The name comes from the interpretation
that the probability mass is being pushed forward from the original space
(time) to the transformed one (frequency).

spectral analysis setting, we argue that the Gaussian assumption
is pertinent as it can be complemented with a non-Gaussian
likelihood if required; however, such extensions are beyond
the scope of this work.

B. The induced generative model in time and frequency

Based on the model for (the temporal representation of)
signals introduced in eq. (1), we can, informally, pass this model
through the Fourier transform to calculate the distribution over
the spectral representation induced by the above model. We
are then interested on the push-forward measure of the Fourier
spectrum of x, denoted by X = [X0, . . . , XN−1], that is,

X = DFT(x), x ∼ MVN(m,Σ), (2)

where the expression DFT(·) denotes the discrete Fourier
transform operator given by

Xk =
1√
N

N−1∑
n=0

e−j2πnk/Nxn, (3)

with j denoting the imaginary unit, k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N − 1} the
frequency index, and n ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1} the time index. In
vector form, we can express the spectrum X as [28]

X = W>x, (4)

where W ∈ RN×N is the Fourier matrix given by

[W ]nk =
e−j2πnk/N√

N
=

cos(2πnk/N)− j sin(2πnk/N)√
N

.

(5)
Furthermore, in order to avoid the treatment of complex-valued
random variables [29], [30], we identify the real and imaginary
parts of the Fourier matrix respectively by,

Wr = <W, i.e., [Wr]nk = 1√
N

cos(2πnk/N), (6)

Wi = =W, i.e., [Wi]nk = −1√
N

sin(2πnk/N). (7)

This allows us to represent the spectrum of x as two real-
valued vectors, corresponding to its real and imaginary parts,
respectively,

Xr = W>r x, Xi = W>i x. (8)

Observe that Xr and Xi in eq. (8) are simply real-valued
linear transformations of the time series x. Therefore, the MVN
model for x in eq. (1) results in the vectors x, Xr and Xi

being jointly Gaussian as well, that is, x
Xr

Xi

 ∼ MVN(mjoint,Σjoint), (9)

where the mean vector and covariance matrix, respectively
mjoint and Σjoint, can be directly calculated as

mjoint =

 m
W>r m
W>i m

 = ~W>m, (10)

Σjoint =

 Σ ΣWr ΣWi

W>r Σ W>r ΣWr W>r ΣWi

W>i Σ W>i ΣWr W>i ΣWi

 = ~W>Σ ~W.

(11)
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We have denoted ~W = [IN Wr Wi] as the concatenated matrix
comprising IN (the identity matrix of dimension N , the length
of the time series), and the real and imaginary Fourier matrices.

From eq. (11), it can be shown that the rank of Σjoint is that
of Σ (usually N ) and so are its diagonal blocks corresponding
to the covariance matrices of x, Xr and Xi. In this sense,
the above model then defines a joint prior distribution over
a discrete-time series and its (2D real-valued representation)
discrete-frequency spectra, where the linearity of the Fourier
transform and the assumption of Gaussianity allows for closed-
form expressions.

C. Consistency with classical definitions

From a classical Fourier-spectrum perspective, the idea of
a joint distribution for a signal x and its spectrum X might
sound counter-intuitive. This is because the Fourier transform
establishes a (deterministic) bijection between the temporal
and spectral representations, meaning that for a given time
series x, one and only one spectrum X exists.

A direct consequence of this one-to-one relationship between
a time series and it spectrum is that, if one of the representations
is fully known, the conditional distributions p(x|X) and
p(X|x) are degenerate: they are greater than zero only for
a single element (given by the Fourier transform). To show
that the proposed generative model complies with this fact,
let us analyse the conditional distribution of the spectrum
given the time series p(X|x)—the analysis of p(x|X) is
analogous. Applying conditioning and marginalisation to eq. (9),
observe that p(X|x) is Gaussian with mean and variance given
respectively by:[

W>r
W>i

]
m+

[
W>r Σ
W>i Σ

]
Σ−1 (x−m) =

[
W>r
W>i

]
x, (12)

[
W>r ΣWr W>r ΣWi

W>i ΣWr W>i ΣWi

]
−
[
W>r Σ
W>i Σ

]
Σ−1[ΣWr,ΣWi] = 0.

(13)
Therefore, the posterior distribution of the spectrum X given
the entire time series x concentrates on the (deterministic) DFT
with zero variance.

The exclusive advantage of the proposed generative model
arises in scenarios where the time series, or the spectrum,
is not fully known but only available through incomplete
and/or corrupted observations—see Section III. Before that,
Sections II-D and II-E are dedicated to analysing the resulting
covariances and how to sample from the proposed model
respectively.

D. Analysis of the induced covariances

As the joint temporal/spectral generative model above is
Gaussian, all of its structure is given by its covariances since
the mean only acts as a vertical shift in time. The analysis of
these covariances is key for sampling and computing posterior
distributions.

Let us define the (marginal) covariances of the real and
imaginary parts of the spectrum as Kr and Ki respectively.

Then, notice from eq. (11), that these covariances are quadratic
forms of the Fourier operators given (coordinate-wise) by2

Kr(k, k
′) = [W>r ]k:Σ[Wr]:k′ = [Wr]

>
:kΣ[Wr]:k′ (14)

Ki(k, k
′) = [W>i ]k:Σ[Wi]:k′ = [Wi]

>
:kΣ[Wi]:k′ , (15)

where k, k′ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N − 1} are two arbitrary frequency
indices according to the definition of the DFT in eq. (3).

The first key fact about the covariances Kr and Ki is that
they are not (necessarily) stationary, i.e., it is not guaranteed
that Kr(k, k

′) = Kr(k − k′). Therefore, the power of the
random variable Xr(k) does depend on the frequency index k,
and the same holds for the imaginary part Xi(k). This can be
understood from the Hermitian forms in eqs. (14)-(15), which
are equivalent to weighted inner products between the Fourier
operators (at frequencies k and k′) with weights given by the
matrix Σ. This inner product is maximised (wrt to k and k′)
when the Fourier operator is proportional, or co-linear, to the
eigenvectors of Σ. Therefore, Kr(k, k) depends on the value
of k, which contradicts stationarity.

Additionally, since Wr is even and Wi is odd—see eqs. (6)
and (7)—the covariances Kr and Ki are also even and odd
respectively on each component:3

Kr(k, k
′) = Kr(−k, k′) = Kr(k,−k′) = Kr(−k,−k′),

(16)
Ki(k, k

′) = −Ki(−k, k′) = −Ki(k,−k′) = Ki(−k,−k′).
(17)

These relationships between the covariances translate directly
to the spectrum: we can easily verify that

p(Xr(−k)|Xr(k)) = N (Xr(k), 0) = δXr(k), (18)
p(Xi(−k)|Xi(k)) = N (−Xi(k), 0) = δ−Xi(k), (19)

which means that Xr is even and Xi is odd with probability
1 (i.e., almost surely). This implies that the negative (cf. pos-
itive) part of the spectrum uniquely determines the positive
(cf. negative) one.

We now analyse the (cross-)covariances between the tem-
poral and spectral representations. Denoted by Ktr = ΣWr

(cf. Kti = ΣWi), the covariance between the time series x
and the real Xr (cf. imaginary Xi) part of the spectrum—see
eq. (11)—are given coordinate-wise by

Ktr(n, k) = [Σ]n:[Wr]:k = 1√
N

N∑
p=1

[Σ]np cos(2πpk/N),

(20)

Kti(n, k) = [Σ]n:[Wi]:k = 1√
N

N∑
p=1

[Σ]np sin(2πpk/N).

(21)

2We use the following notations for the (p, q)th element of a matrix A
indistinctly: the explicit notation A(p, q), and the compact notation [A]p,q .
Accordingly, we denote the qth column of A by [A]:q , the qth row of A by
[A]q:, and the pth element of a vector V simply as V (p).

3For notational consistency, we clarify that negative frequency indices follow
from choosing negative frequencies in the definition of the Fourier matrices
in eqs. (6)-(7).
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Observe that, besides the even/odd property of Ktr and Kti

given by the sum of sinusoids, the inner product structure above
suggests that the covariances are large whenever the nth column
(or row, due to symmetry) of the covariance function oscillates
at the kth frequency. This is rather intuitive: a time series is
highly correlated with its spectrum at a given frequency k if
the signal itself has energy at that frequency.

E. Sampling from the proposed model
As it is customary in the generative models literature,

we now focus on sampling from the proposed model, that
is, on the random generation of pairs of (synthetic) signals
and their corresponding spectrum. We clarify that in this
section, sampling is regarded in the statistical sense of drawing
realisations from a distribution (or statistical model), and
not in the common signal processing sense related to data
acquisition. The main challenge related to sampling from the
proposed model stems from the strong (or, in fact, deterministic)
relationship between both representations, which makes joint
sampling difficult.

Specifically, sampling from [x,Xr,Xi] directly should
be avoided, since the deterministic coupling among such
quantities can lead to numerical instabilities arising from the
noninvertibility of Σjoint in eq. (11), which is not full rank as
explained in Sec. II-C. Therefore, we sample from p(x,X)
in a hierarchical manner, that is, by first sampling x ∼ p(x),
in eq. (1), and then X|x ∼ p(X|x). Luckily, in our case this
last distribution is a Dirac of the form p(X|x) = δW>x(X),
as a consequence, sampling X|x only amounts to calculating
X = W>x.

We illustrate the above sampling rationale with a Gaussian
example. To define the covariances, we chose a time grid
given by 512 evenly-sampled values in the interval [0, 1]
and parametrised the temporal covariance Σ by the square
exponential (SE) kernel [17]:

[Σ]t,t′ = σ2 exp
(
−α(t− t′)2

)
, (22)

where the hyperparameters σ2 represent the covariance mag-
nitude and α > 0 the rate. Fig. 1 shows the SE kernel for
the chosen time grid and hyperparameters; notice that this
temporal covariance Σ is stationary. Then, following eq. (11),
we computed all joint covariances of the time series and the
real and imaginary parts of the spectrum. Fig. 2 shows the
covariances of the real and imaginary parts, Kr and Ki, which
obey the symmetric properties described in Section II-D. Lastly,
Fig. 3 shows the joint covariances between the temporal and
spectral representations.

With the defined covariances we sample hierarchically as
described above. Fig. 4 shows the time and frequency samples
(real and imaginary parts), together with the power spectral
density (PSD) given by the square absolute value of the spectral
representation. Notice that the real part of the spectrum is even
whereas the imaginary part is odd as discussed in Section II-D.

III. RECONSTRUCTION UNDER MISSING/CORRUPTED
OBSERVATIONS

In this section, we extend the proposed model to deal
with real-world scenarios, where observations may be missing

0.5
time

0.0

0.5

1.0

tim
e

Time covariance

0.00

0.25

0.50

0.75

1.00

Fig. 1: Temporal covariance matrix Σ given by an SE kernel
with hyperparameters α = 0.001× 5122, σ = 1.
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Fig. 2: Spectrum covariance matrices induced by choosing an
SE temporal covariance. Since the energy of the spectrum using
an SE kernel is concentrated in the origin, these matrices have
been zoomed in for frequency indices in the range [-76,76].

and/or contaminated with noise. To this end, we first equip
the proposed model with a likelihood that allows for such
cases, to then focusing on training (i.e., finding the model
parameters) and inference (i.e., removing noise and imputing
missing values). We conclude this section with an illustrative
example.

A. Observation model

In order to cater for time series that cannot be observed
directly, we consider the Mt-dimensional observation vector
y ∈ RMt as a noise-corrupted linear transformation of the time
series x ∈ RN given by

y = H>t x + ε, (23)

where ε is a Gaussian white-noise vector with covariance
σ2
t IMt , and Ht is an observation matrix that encodes how the

values of the temporal representation x are obtained through
values of the temporal observation y. Although the proposed
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Fig. 3: Covariances between the time series and its spectrum
choosing an SE temporal covariance: real (left) and imaginary
(right) parts. The frequency range has been zoomed in as well.
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(d)

0
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Fig. 4: A sample from the proposed generative model. (a)
Time series, (b) real part of spectrum, (c) imaginary part of
the spectrum and (d) power spectral density.

methodology admits an arbitrary observation matrix Ht ∈
RN×Mt , we focus on the missing data case, where only one
value of the time series is observed through each entry of y,
and some values of x are not observed whatsoever. That is,

[Ht]p,q =

{
1 If x(p) is observed through y(q),

0 if not,
(24)

where, necessarily, Mt ≤ N .
In a similar way, we can define an observation model for the

frequency domain through an observation matrix Hf ∈ RN×Mf

relating the full (but latent) spectrum Xr,Xi ∈ RN and a subset
of Mf noisy spectrum observations given by Yr,Yi ∈ RMf

according to

Yr = H>f Xr + εr, (25)

Yi = H>f Xi + εi, (26)

where εr and εi are Gaussian white-noise vectors of variance
σ2
f IMf

. We choose these noise sources to be independent,
however, they can be modelled as correlated if needed. Also,
akin to Ht in eq. (24), the spectral observation matrix Hf is
defined, element-wise, as [Hf ]p,q = 1 if and only if the p-th
entry of the spectrum is observed through the q-th observation,
and [Hf ]p,q = 0 otherwise. We emphasise that we do not
impose any relationship between Hf and Ht, since they are
given by temporal/spectral acquisition devices that are specific
to each setting.

Fig. 5 shows a graphical representation of the proposed
model comprising all latent variables (white nodes) in both the
time and frequency domains, together with their observables
(grey nodes); deterministic and stochastic dependencies are
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<latexit sha1_base64="VPn+2bK2oAaF1M+feEouFdJKkWc=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsMwFL0ur1JeBUYWixaJqUq6wFjBwlgk+kBtqBzXaa06TmQ7oCrqf7AwgBAr/8LG3+C0GaDlSJaOzrlX9/j4seDaOM43Kqytb2xuFbdLO7t7+wflw6O2jhJFWYtGIlJdn2gmuGQtw41g3VgxEvqCdfzJdeZ3HpnSPJJ3ZhozLyQjyQNOibHSQ7UfEjP2g/R+NuDVQbni1Jw58Cpxc1KBHM1B+as/jGgSMmmoIFr3XCc2XkqU4VSwWamfaBYTOiEj1rNUkpBpL52nnuEzqwxxECn7pMFz9fdGSkKtp6FvJ7OQetnLxP+8XmKCSy/lMk4Mk3RxKEgENhHOKsBDrhg1YmoJoYrbrJiOiSLU2KJKtgR3+curpF2vuU7Nva1XGld5HUU4gVM4BxcuoAE30IQWUFDwDK/whp7QC3pHH4vRAsp3juEP0OcPDSeSMw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VPn+2bK2oAaF1M+feEouFdJKkWc=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsMwFL0ur1JeBUYWixaJqUq6wFjBwlgk+kBtqBzXaa06TmQ7oCrqf7AwgBAr/8LG3+C0GaDlSJaOzrlX9/j4seDaOM43Kqytb2xuFbdLO7t7+wflw6O2jhJFWYtGIlJdn2gmuGQtw41g3VgxEvqCdfzJdeZ3HpnSPJJ3ZhozLyQjyQNOibHSQ7UfEjP2g/R+NuDVQbni1Jw58Cpxc1KBHM1B+as/jGgSMmmoIFr3XCc2XkqU4VSwWamfaBYTOiEj1rNUkpBpL52nnuEzqwxxECn7pMFz9fdGSkKtp6FvJ7OQetnLxP+8XmKCSy/lMk4Mk3RxKEgENhHOKsBDrhg1YmoJoYrbrJiOiSLU2KJKtgR3+curpF2vuU7Nva1XGld5HUU4gVM4BxcuoAE30IQWUFDwDK/whp7QC3pHH4vRAsp3juEP0OcPDSeSMw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VPn+2bK2oAaF1M+feEouFdJKkWc=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsMwFL0ur1JeBUYWixaJqUq6wFjBwlgk+kBtqBzXaa06TmQ7oCrqf7AwgBAr/8LG3+C0GaDlSJaOzrlX9/j4seDaOM43Kqytb2xuFbdLO7t7+wflw6O2jhJFWYtGIlJdn2gmuGQtw41g3VgxEvqCdfzJdeZ3HpnSPJJ3ZhozLyQjyQNOibHSQ7UfEjP2g/R+NuDVQbni1Jw58Cpxc1KBHM1B+as/jGgSMmmoIFr3XCc2XkqU4VSwWamfaBYTOiEj1rNUkpBpL52nnuEzqwxxECn7pMFz9fdGSkKtp6FvJ7OQetnLxP+8XmKCSy/lMk4Mk3RxKEgENhHOKsBDrhg1YmoJoYrbrJiOiSLU2KJKtgR3+curpF2vuU7Nva1XGld5HUU4gVM4BxcuoAE30IQWUFDwDK/whp7QC3pHH4vRAsp3juEP0OcPDSeSMw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VPn+2bK2oAaF1M+feEouFdJKkWc=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsMwFL0ur1JeBUYWixaJqUq6wFjBwlgk+kBtqBzXaa06TmQ7oCrqf7AwgBAr/8LG3+C0GaDlSJaOzrlX9/j4seDaOM43Kqytb2xuFbdLO7t7+wflw6O2jhJFWYtGIlJdn2gmuGQtw41g3VgxEvqCdfzJdeZ3HpnSPJJ3ZhozLyQjyQNOibHSQ7UfEjP2g/R+NuDVQbni1Jw58Cpxc1KBHM1B+as/jGgSMmmoIFr3XCc2XkqU4VSwWamfaBYTOiEj1rNUkpBpL52nnuEzqwxxECn7pMFz9fdGSkKtp6FvJ7OQetnLxP+8XmKCSy/lMk4Mk3RxKEgENhHOKsBDrhg1YmoJoYrbrJiOiSLU2KJKtgR3+curpF2vuU7Nva1XGld5HUU4gVM4BxcuoAE30IQWUFDwDK/whp7QC3pHH4vRAsp3juEP0OcPDSeSMw==</latexit>

Yr
<latexit sha1_base64="hI2onBmebNOQTywfkn6AV62sL/Y=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsMwFL0ur1JeBUYWixaJqUq6wFjBwlgk+kBtqBzXaa06TmQ7oCrqf7AwgBAr/8LG3+C0GaDlSJaOzrlX9/j4seDaOM43Kqytb2xuFbdLO7t7+wflw6O2jhJFWYtGIlJdn2gmuGQtw41g3VgxEvqCdfzJdeZ3HpnSPJJ3ZhozLyQjyQNOibHSQ7UfEjP2g/R+NlDVQbni1Jw58Cpxc1KBHM1B+as/jGgSMmmoIFr3XCc2XkqU4VSwWamfaBYTOiEj1rNUkpBpL52nnuEzqwxxECn7pMFz9fdGSkKtp6FvJ7OQetnLxP+8XmKCSy/lMk4Mk3RxKEgENhHOKsBDrhg1YmoJoYrbrJiOiSLU2KJKtgR3+curpF2vuU7Nva1XGld5HUU4gVM4BxcuoAE30IQWUFDwDK/whp7QC3pHH4vRAsp3juEP0OcPGtSSPA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hI2onBmebNOQTywfkn6AV62sL/Y=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsMwFL0ur1JeBUYWixaJqUq6wFjBwlgk+kBtqBzXaa06TmQ7oCrqf7AwgBAr/8LG3+C0GaDlSJaOzrlX9/j4seDaOM43Kqytb2xuFbdLO7t7+wflw6O2jhJFWYtGIlJdn2gmuGQtw41g3VgxEvqCdfzJdeZ3HpnSPJJ3ZhozLyQjyQNOibHSQ7UfEjP2g/R+NlDVQbni1Jw58Cpxc1KBHM1B+as/jGgSMmmoIFr3XCc2XkqU4VSwWamfaBYTOiEj1rNUkpBpL52nnuEzqwxxECn7pMFz9fdGSkKtp6FvJ7OQetnLxP+8XmKCSy/lMk4Mk3RxKEgENhHOKsBDrhg1YmoJoYrbrJiOiSLU2KJKtgR3+curpF2vuU7Nva1XGld5HUU4gVM4BxcuoAE30IQWUFDwDK/whp7QC3pHH4vRAsp3juEP0OcPGtSSPA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hI2onBmebNOQTywfkn6AV62sL/Y=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsMwFL0ur1JeBUYWixaJqUq6wFjBwlgk+kBtqBzXaa06TmQ7oCrqf7AwgBAr/8LG3+C0GaDlSJaOzrlX9/j4seDaOM43Kqytb2xuFbdLO7t7+wflw6O2jhJFWYtGIlJdn2gmuGQtw41g3VgxEvqCdfzJdeZ3HpnSPJJ3ZhozLyQjyQNOibHSQ7UfEjP2g/R+NlDVQbni1Jw58Cpxc1KBHM1B+as/jGgSMmmoIFr3XCc2XkqU4VSwWamfaBYTOiEj1rNUkpBpL52nnuEzqwxxECn7pMFz9fdGSkKtp6FvJ7OQetnLxP+8XmKCSy/lMk4Mk3RxKEgENhHOKsBDrhg1YmoJoYrbrJiOiSLU2KJKtgR3+curpF2vuU7Nva1XGld5HUU4gVM4BxcuoAE30IQWUFDwDK/whp7QC3pHH4vRAsp3juEP0OcPGtSSPA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hI2onBmebNOQTywfkn6AV62sL/Y=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsMwFL0ur1JeBUYWixaJqUq6wFjBwlgk+kBtqBzXaa06TmQ7oCrqf7AwgBAr/8LG3+C0GaDlSJaOzrlX9/j4seDaOM43Kqytb2xuFbdLO7t7+wflw6O2jhJFWYtGIlJdn2gmuGQtw41g3VgxEvqCdfzJdeZ3HpnSPJJ3ZhozLyQjyQNOibHSQ7UfEjP2g/R+NlDVQbni1Jw58Cpxc1KBHM1B+as/jGgSMmmoIFr3XCc2XkqU4VSwWamfaBYTOiEj1rNUkpBpL52nnuEzqwxxECn7pMFz9fdGSkKtp6FvJ7OQetnLxP+8XmKCSy/lMk4Mk3RxKEgENhHOKsBDrhg1YmoJoYrbrJiOiSLU2KJKtgR3+curpF2vuU7Nva1XGld5HUU4gVM4BxcuoAE30IQWUFDwDK/whp7QC3pHH4vRAsp3juEP0OcPGtSSPA==</latexit>

F
<latexit sha1_base64="+SE3JzuuRbWxA2OqjOywqhRUB0Q=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBFvBVZnpRpdFQVxWsA9oh5JJM21okhmTTKEM/Q43LhRx68e482/MtLPQ1gOBwzn3ck9OEHOmjet+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzS1lGiCG2RiEeqG2BNOZO0ZZjhtBsrikXAaSeY3GZ+Z0qVZpF8NLOY+gKPJAsZwcZKfrUvsBkTzNO7eXVQrrg1dwG0TrycVCBHc1D+6g8jkggqDeFY657nxsZPsTKMcDov9RNNY0wmeER7lkosqPbTReg5urDKEIWRsk8atFB/b6RYaD0TgZ3MMupVLxP/83qJCa/9lMk4MVSS5aEw4chEKGsADZmixPCZJZgoZrMiMsYKE2N7KtkSvNUvr5N2vea5Ne+hXmnc5HUU4QzO4RI8uIIG3EMTWkDgCZ7hFd6cqfPivDsfy9GCk++cwh84nz80jJG2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+SE3JzuuRbWxA2OqjOywqhRUB0Q=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBFvBVZnpRpdFQVxWsA9oh5JJM21okhmTTKEM/Q43LhRx68e482/MtLPQ1gOBwzn3ck9OEHOmjet+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzS1lGiCG2RiEeqG2BNOZO0ZZjhtBsrikXAaSeY3GZ+Z0qVZpF8NLOY+gKPJAsZwcZKfrUvsBkTzNO7eXVQrrg1dwG0TrycVCBHc1D+6g8jkggqDeFY657nxsZPsTKMcDov9RNNY0wmeER7lkosqPbTReg5urDKEIWRsk8atFB/b6RYaD0TgZ3MMupVLxP/83qJCa/9lMk4MVSS5aEw4chEKGsADZmixPCZJZgoZrMiMsYKE2N7KtkSvNUvr5N2vea5Ne+hXmnc5HUU4QzO4RI8uIIG3EMTWkDgCZ7hFd6cqfPivDsfy9GCk++cwh84nz80jJG2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+SE3JzuuRbWxA2OqjOywqhRUB0Q=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBFvBVZnpRpdFQVxWsA9oh5JJM21okhmTTKEM/Q43LhRx68e482/MtLPQ1gOBwzn3ck9OEHOmjet+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzS1lGiCG2RiEeqG2BNOZO0ZZjhtBsrikXAaSeY3GZ+Z0qVZpF8NLOY+gKPJAsZwcZKfrUvsBkTzNO7eXVQrrg1dwG0TrycVCBHc1D+6g8jkggqDeFY657nxsZPsTKMcDov9RNNY0wmeER7lkosqPbTReg5urDKEIWRsk8atFB/b6RYaD0TgZ3MMupVLxP/83qJCa/9lMk4MVSS5aEw4chEKGsADZmixPCZJZgoZrMiMsYKE2N7KtkSvNUvr5N2vea5Ne+hXmnc5HUU4QzO4RI8uIIG3EMTWkDgCZ7hFd6cqfPivDsfy9GCk++cwh84nz80jJG2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+SE3JzuuRbWxA2OqjOywqhRUB0Q=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBFvBVZnpRpdFQVxWsA9oh5JJM21okhmTTKEM/Q43LhRx68e482/MtLPQ1gOBwzn3ck9OEHOmjet+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzS1lGiCG2RiEeqG2BNOZO0ZZjhtBsrikXAaSeY3GZ+Z0qVZpF8NLOY+gKPJAsZwcZKfrUvsBkTzNO7eXVQrrg1dwG0TrycVCBHc1D+6g8jkggqDeFY657nxsZPsTKMcDov9RNNY0wmeER7lkosqPbTReg5urDKEIWRsk8atFB/b6RYaD0TgZ3MMupVLxP/83qJCa/9lMk4MVSS5aEw4chEKGsADZmixPCZJZgoZrMiMsYKE2N7KtkSvNUvr5N2vea5Ne+hXmnc5HUU4QzO4RI8uIIG3EMTWkDgCZ7hFd6cqfPivDsfy9GCk++cwh84nz80jJG2</latexit>

F�1
<latexit sha1_base64="ApEtic1I34l64q+Yj2Ud8TSGjVM=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfsS7dDLaCG0vSjS6LgrisYB/QxjKZTtuhk0mYmYgl5FfcuFDErT/izr9x0mahrQcGDufcyz1z/IgzpR3n2yqsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH9mG5rcJYEtoiIQ9l18eKciZoSzPNaTeSFAc+px1/ep35nUcqFQvFvZ5F1AvwWLARI1gbaWCXq/0A6wnBPLlJH5JzN60O7IpTc+ZAq8TNSQVyNAf2V38YkjigQhOOleq5TqS9BEvNCKdpqR8rGmEyxWPaM1TggCovmWdP0alRhmgUSvOERnP190aCA6VmgW8ms6Bq2cvE/7xerEeXXsJEFGsqyOLQKOZIhygrAg2ZpETzmSGYSGayIjLBEhNt6iqZEtzlL6+Sdr3mOjX3rl5pXOV1FOEYTuAMXLiABtxCE1pA4Ame4RXerNR6sd6tj8Vowcp3juAPrM8fFsqTzQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ApEtic1I34l64q+Yj2Ud8TSGjVM=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfsS7dDLaCG0vSjS6LgrisYB/QxjKZTtuhk0mYmYgl5FfcuFDErT/izr9x0mahrQcGDufcyz1z/IgzpR3n2yqsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH9mG5rcJYEtoiIQ9l18eKciZoSzPNaTeSFAc+px1/ep35nUcqFQvFvZ5F1AvwWLARI1gbaWCXq/0A6wnBPLlJH5JzN60O7IpTc+ZAq8TNSQVyNAf2V38YkjigQhOOleq5TqS9BEvNCKdpqR8rGmEyxWPaM1TggCovmWdP0alRhmgUSvOERnP190aCA6VmgW8ms6Bq2cvE/7xerEeXXsJEFGsqyOLQKOZIhygrAg2ZpETzmSGYSGayIjLBEhNt6iqZEtzlL6+Sdr3mOjX3rl5pXOV1FOEYTuAMXLiABtxCE1pA4Ame4RXerNR6sd6tj8Vowcp3juAPrM8fFsqTzQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ApEtic1I34l64q+Yj2Ud8TSGjVM=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfsS7dDLaCG0vSjS6LgrisYB/QxjKZTtuhk0mYmYgl5FfcuFDErT/izr9x0mahrQcGDufcyz1z/IgzpR3n2yqsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH9mG5rcJYEtoiIQ9l18eKciZoSzPNaTeSFAc+px1/ep35nUcqFQvFvZ5F1AvwWLARI1gbaWCXq/0A6wnBPLlJH5JzN60O7IpTc+ZAq8TNSQVyNAf2V38YkjigQhOOleq5TqS9BEvNCKdpqR8rGmEyxWPaM1TggCovmWdP0alRhmgUSvOERnP190aCA6VmgW8ms6Bq2cvE/7xerEeXXsJEFGsqyOLQKOZIhygrAg2ZpETzmSGYSGayIjLBEhNt6iqZEtzlL6+Sdr3mOjX3rl5pXOV1FOEYTuAMXLiABtxCE1pA4Ame4RXerNR6sd6tj8Vowcp3juAPrM8fFsqTzQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ApEtic1I34l64q+Yj2Ud8TSGjVM=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfsS7dDLaCG0vSjS6LgrisYB/QxjKZTtuhk0mYmYgl5FfcuFDErT/izr9x0mahrQcGDufcyz1z/IgzpR3n2yqsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH9mG5rcJYEtoiIQ9l18eKciZoSzPNaTeSFAc+px1/ep35nUcqFQvFvZ5F1AvwWLARI1gbaWCXq/0A6wnBPLlJH5JzN60O7IpTc+ZAq8TNSQVyNAf2V38YkjigQhOOleq5TqS9BEvNCKdpqR8rGmEyxWPaM1TggCovmWdP0alRhmgUSvOERnP190aCA6VmgW8ms6Bq2cvE/7xerEeXXsJEFGsqyOLQKOZIhygrAg2ZpETzmSGYSGayIjLBEhNt6iqZEtzlL6+Sdr3mOjX3rl5pXOV1FOEYTuAMXLiABtxCE1pA4Ame4RXerNR6sd6tj8Vowcp3juAPrM8fFsqTzQ==</latexit>

Hx
<latexit sha1_base64="NgCXkd1ioQ7ds4nBdg1rfN4gtTI=">AAAB+XicbVC7TsMwFL0pr1JeAUYWixaJqUq6wFjB0rFI9CG1UeS4TmvVcSLbqaii/gkLAwix8ids/A1OmwFajmTp6Jx7dY9PkHCmtON8W6Wt7Z3dvfJ+5eDw6PjEPj3rqjiVhHZIzGPZD7CinAna0Uxz2k8kxVHAaS+Y3ud+b0alYrF41POEehEeCxYygrWRfNuutfxsGGE9CcLsabGo+XbVqTtLoE3iFqQKBdq+/TUcxSSNqNCEY6UGrpNoL8NSM8LpojJMFU0wmeIxHRgqcESVly2TL9CVUUYojKV5QqOl+nsjw5FS8ygwk3lGte7l4n/eINXhrZcxkaSaCrI6FKYc6RjlNaARk5RoPjcEE8lMVkQmWGKiTVkVU4K7/uVN0m3UXafuPjSqzbuijjJcwCVcgws30IQWtKEDBGbwDK/wZmXWi/VufaxGS1axcw5/YH3+AE5Sk24=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NgCXkd1ioQ7ds4nBdg1rfN4gtTI=">AAAB+XicbVC7TsMwFL0pr1JeAUYWixaJqUq6wFjB0rFI9CG1UeS4TmvVcSLbqaii/gkLAwix8ids/A1OmwFajmTp6Jx7dY9PkHCmtON8W6Wt7Z3dvfJ+5eDw6PjEPj3rqjiVhHZIzGPZD7CinAna0Uxz2k8kxVHAaS+Y3ud+b0alYrF41POEehEeCxYygrWRfNuutfxsGGE9CcLsabGo+XbVqTtLoE3iFqQKBdq+/TUcxSSNqNCEY6UGrpNoL8NSM8LpojJMFU0wmeIxHRgqcESVly2TL9CVUUYojKV5QqOl+nsjw5FS8ygwk3lGte7l4n/eINXhrZcxkaSaCrI6FKYc6RjlNaARk5RoPjcEE8lMVkQmWGKiTVkVU4K7/uVN0m3UXafuPjSqzbuijjJcwCVcgws30IQWtKEDBGbwDK/wZmXWi/VufaxGS1axcw5/YH3+AE5Sk24=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NgCXkd1ioQ7ds4nBdg1rfN4gtTI=">AAAB+XicbVC7TsMwFL0pr1JeAUYWixaJqUq6wFjB0rFI9CG1UeS4TmvVcSLbqaii/gkLAwix8ids/A1OmwFajmTp6Jx7dY9PkHCmtON8W6Wt7Z3dvfJ+5eDw6PjEPj3rqjiVhHZIzGPZD7CinAna0Uxz2k8kxVHAaS+Y3ud+b0alYrF41POEehEeCxYygrWRfNuutfxsGGE9CcLsabGo+XbVqTtLoE3iFqQKBdq+/TUcxSSNqNCEY6UGrpNoL8NSM8LpojJMFU0wmeIxHRgqcESVly2TL9CVUUYojKV5QqOl+nsjw5FS8ygwk3lGte7l4n/eINXhrZcxkaSaCrI6FKYc6RjlNaARk5RoPjcEE8lMVkQmWGKiTVkVU4K7/uVN0m3UXafuPjSqzbuijjJcwCVcgws30IQWtKEDBGbwDK/wZmXWi/VufaxGS1axcw5/YH3+AE5Sk24=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NgCXkd1ioQ7ds4nBdg1rfN4gtTI=">AAAB+XicbVC7TsMwFL0pr1JeAUYWixaJqUq6wFjB0rFI9CG1UeS4TmvVcSLbqaii/gkLAwix8ids/A1OmwFajmTp6Jx7dY9PkHCmtON8W6Wt7Z3dvfJ+5eDw6PjEPj3rqjiVhHZIzGPZD7CinAna0Uxz2k8kxVHAaS+Y3ud+b0alYrF41POEehEeCxYygrWRfNuutfxsGGE9CcLsabGo+XbVqTtLoE3iFqQKBdq+/TUcxSSNqNCEY6UGrpNoL8NSM8LpojJMFU0wmeIxHRgqcESVly2TL9CVUUYojKV5QqOl+nsjw5FS8ygwk3lGte7l4n/eINXhrZcxkaSaCrI6FKYc6RjlNaARk5RoPjcEE8lMVkQmWGKiTVkVU4K7/uVN0m3UXafuPjSqzbuijjJcwCVcgws30IQWtKEDBGbwDK/wZmXWi/VufaxGS1axcw5/YH3+AE5Sk24=</latexit>

HX
<latexit sha1_base64="oXVHfygriHQoCtGdDrAUm5vnZ3Y=">AAAB+XicbVC7TsMwFL3hWcorwMhi0SIxVUkXGCtYOhaJPqQ2ihzXaa06TmQ7laoof8LCAEKs/Akbf4PTZoCWI1k6Oude3eMTJJwp7Tjf1tb2zu7efuWgenh0fHJqn533VJxKQrsk5rEcBFhRzgTtaqY5HSSS4ijgtB/MHgq/P6dSsVg86UVCvQhPBAsZwdpIvm3X2342irCeBmE2yPO6b9echrME2iRuSWpQouPbX6NxTNKICk04VmroOon2Miw1I5zm1VGqaILJDE/o0FCBI6q8bJk8R9dGGaMwluYJjZbq740MR0otosBMFhnVuleI/3nDVId3XsZEkmoqyOpQmHKkY1TUgMZMUqL5whBMJDNZEZliiYk2ZVVNCe76lzdJr9lwnYb72Ky17ss6KnAJV3ADLtxCC9rQgS4QmMMzvMKblVkv1rv1sRrdssqdC/gD6/MHHXKTTg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oXVHfygriHQoCtGdDrAUm5vnZ3Y=">AAAB+XicbVC7TsMwFL3hWcorwMhi0SIxVUkXGCtYOhaJPqQ2ihzXaa06TmQ7laoof8LCAEKs/Akbf4PTZoCWI1k6Oude3eMTJJwp7Tjf1tb2zu7efuWgenh0fHJqn533VJxKQrsk5rEcBFhRzgTtaqY5HSSS4ijgtB/MHgq/P6dSsVg86UVCvQhPBAsZwdpIvm3X2342irCeBmE2yPO6b9echrME2iRuSWpQouPbX6NxTNKICk04VmroOon2Miw1I5zm1VGqaILJDE/o0FCBI6q8bJk8R9dGGaMwluYJjZbq740MR0otosBMFhnVuleI/3nDVId3XsZEkmoqyOpQmHKkY1TUgMZMUqL5whBMJDNZEZliiYk2ZVVNCe76lzdJr9lwnYb72Ky17ss6KnAJV3ADLtxCC9rQgS4QmMMzvMKblVkv1rv1sRrdssqdC/gD6/MHHXKTTg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oXVHfygriHQoCtGdDrAUm5vnZ3Y=">AAAB+XicbVC7TsMwFL3hWcorwMhi0SIxVUkXGCtYOhaJPqQ2ihzXaa06TmQ7laoof8LCAEKs/Akbf4PTZoCWI1k6Oude3eMTJJwp7Tjf1tb2zu7efuWgenh0fHJqn533VJxKQrsk5rEcBFhRzgTtaqY5HSSS4ijgtB/MHgq/P6dSsVg86UVCvQhPBAsZwdpIvm3X2342irCeBmE2yPO6b9echrME2iRuSWpQouPbX6NxTNKICk04VmroOon2Miw1I5zm1VGqaILJDE/o0FCBI6q8bJk8R9dGGaMwluYJjZbq740MR0otosBMFhnVuleI/3nDVId3XsZEkmoqyOpQmHKkY1TUgMZMUqL5whBMJDNZEZliiYk2ZVVNCe76lzdJr9lwnYb72Ky17ss6KnAJV3ADLtxCC9rQgS4QmMMzvMKblVkv1rv1sRrdssqdC/gD6/MHHXKTTg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oXVHfygriHQoCtGdDrAUm5vnZ3Y=">AAAB+XicbVC7TsMwFL3hWcorwMhi0SIxVUkXGCtYOhaJPqQ2ihzXaa06TmQ7laoof8LCAEKs/Akbf4PTZoCWI1k6Oude3eMTJJwp7Tjf1tb2zu7efuWgenh0fHJqn533VJxKQrsk5rEcBFhRzgTtaqY5HSSS4ijgtB/MHgq/P6dSsVg86UVCvQhPBAsZwdpIvm3X2342irCeBmE2yPO6b9echrME2iRuSWpQouPbX6NxTNKICk04VmroOon2Miw1I5zm1VGqaILJDE/o0FCBI6q8bJk8R9dGGaMwluYJjZbq740MR0otosBMFhnVuleI/3nDVId3XsZEkmoqyOpQmHKkY1TUgMZMUqL5whBMJDNZEZliiYk2ZVVNCe76lzdJr9lwnYb72Ky17ss6KnAJV3ADLtxCC9rQgS4QmMMzvMKblVkv1rv1sRrdssqdC/gD6/MHHXKTTg==</latexit>
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Fig. 5: Graphical model representation of the joint generative
model for time series, spectrum and observations.

denoted by double and single lines respectively. The corre-
sponding transformations have been denoted along each arc.

B. Training and posterior computation

With the joint prior over time and frequency defined in
Secs. II-A and II-B, and the likelihood (observation model)
in Sec. III-A, we focus on training and inference using the
proposed model. In our setting, this respectively refers to (i)
finding the parameters of the mean and covariance functions, or
the model’s hyperparameters, and (ii) computing the posterior
distribution over both the time series and its spectrum, based on
the set of partial, noise-corrupted observations in both domains.

Towards a simpler notation to address training and inference,
let us refer to y,Yr,Yi as observations and to x,Xr,Xi as
latent variables. In a more compact notation, the observations
can be expressed as y

Yr

Yi


︸ ︷︷ ︸

~Y

=

 H>t 0 0
0 H>f 0
0 0 H>f


︸ ︷︷ ︸

~H>

 I
W>r
W>i


︸ ︷︷ ︸

~W>

x +

 ε
εr
εi


︸ ︷︷ ︸

ε

~Y = ~H ~Wx + ε, (27)

where we refer to ~Y = [y>,Y>r ,Y
>
i ]> as the augmented

observation.
In order to train the proposed model, we first calculate the

mean and covariance of the observations, denoted respectively
by mobs and Σobs, given by4

mobs = E
[
~H> ~W>x + ε

]
= ~H> ~W>m (28)

Σobs = V
[
~H> ~W>x + ε

]
= ~H> ~W>Σ ~W ~H + Λobs, (29)

where Λobs is the concatenated observation noise variance given
by

Λobs =

 IMtσ
2
t 0 0

0 IMf
σ2
f 0

0 0 IMf
σ2
f

 , (30)

and recall that IM is the M -by-M identity matrix.

Remark 1. The diagonal structure of the observation noise
covariance in eq. (30) is given by the assumption of inde-
pendence of ε, εr, εi. However, should these noise sources be
correlated, their covariances would appear in the off-diagonal
blocks of Λobs.

With these expressions relating m and Σ to the statistics
of the observations, training can be achieved by means of

4We adopt the following notation: E [x] is the expected value of x, V [x]
is the covariance of x, and V [x,x′] is the covariance between x and x′.
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maximum likelihood, that is, by maximising the likelihood
function given by

l(m,Σ) = p(~Y |mobs,Σobs) = N
(
~Y ;mobs,Σobs

)
, (31)

for which there is a large body of specialised derivative-based
and derivative-free methods in the open literature [16].

We now turn to the computation of the posterior. Let us first
observe that the mean and covariance of the latent quantities
are similar to those of the observed quantities in eqs. (28)-(29)
except for the noise variance, that is,

mlat = E
[
~H> ~W>x

]
= ~H> ~W>m, (32)

Σlat = V
[
~H> ~W>x

]
= ~H> ~W>Σ ~W ~H. (33)

Then, in order to compute the posterior distribution over the
missing values of the signals (both in time and frequency), we
only require the cross-covariance between the latent variables
and the observations, denoted Σlat,obs, given by

Σlat,obs = V
[
~H> ~W>x + ε, ~W>x

]
= ~H> ~W>Σ ~W, (34)

which yields the posterior

MVN
(
mlat + Σlat,obsΣ

−1
obs (~Y −mobs),Σlat − Σlat,obsΣ

−1
obs Σ>lat,obs

)
.

(35)
In particular, we are interested in the posterior of the

spectrum given observations of the time series—the reciprocal
is analogous. This posterior is obtained by integrating out the
temporal latent variables from eq. (35), and therefore it is
Gaussian with mean and variance (we assume zero prior mean,
m = 0, for notational simplicity) respectively given by

mX|y =

[
W>r
W>i

]
ΣHt(H

>
t ΣHt + IMtσ

2
t )−1y, (36)

ΣX|y =

[
W>r
W>i

](
Σ − ΣHt(H

>
t ΣHt + IMtσ

2
t )−1H>t Σ

)[
Wr

Wi

]
.

(37)

Observe that, besides the Fourier matrices Wr,Wi, the above
equations correspond to the linear estimation of the latent
variable x given the observation y. This suggests the following
result.

Proposition 1. Under the proposed model, calculating the pos-
terior distribution of the spectral representation conditional to
partial and noise-corrupted temporal observations is equivalent
to calculating the posterior distribution of the latent (temporal)
signal, and then applying the discrete Fourier transform.

The above expressions for training and inference of BRFP
allows us to analyse its computational complexity. First, the
cost of computing the Gaussian likelihood (and therefore the
training cost) is of order O(N3), where N is the number of
observations; this is due to the inverse covariance matrix present
in the likelihood. Though this might be large depending on the
amount of observations, the fact that the cost only depends on
the amount of data is favourable against parametric models,
since these might have a cost of order O(NP ), where P is the
number of parameters. The absence of the amount of parameters
in the cost of training BRFP reveals that the model becomes
more complicated as the amount of observations increase, which
validates its flexibility. Regarding the operation cost, that is,

computing predictions once the model is trained, eqs. (36)-(37)
reveal that the prediction cost is linear on the learnt statistics
and therefore it is computationally efficient both for computing
the mean and variances.

We can thus rely on eqs. (36)-(37) to analyse how the
(spectrum) posterior behaves in the following particular cases.

1) Noiseless complete data (Ht = I, σ2
t = 0). The

posterior spectral mean reverts to the DFT of the observations
and the variance vanishes. This is a consequence of the
observations being true and complete.

2) Noisy complete data (Ht = I, σ2
t > 0). The posterior

mean in eq. (36) turns into a regularised linear estimator,
meaning that the posterior is a smoothed version of the DFT
of the observations, where the assumption that the observations
are corrupted by Gaussian noise results in a variance-based
regularisation.

3) Large observation noise, regardless of the available
data (σ2

t � 1). To analyse the behaviour of the posterior
spectrum in this case, let us apply the Woodbury matrix
inversion lemma to eq. (37) to give

ΣX|y =

[
W>r
W>i

](
Σ−1 +

1

σ2
t

HtH
>
t

)−1 [
Wr

Wi

]
. (38)

Observe that when σ2
t � 1, eq. (36) implies that the regulariser

becomes large too, and the observations y are not taken into
account. Additionally, from eq. (38) we verify that the term
with the observation matrices Ht vanishes, therefore, in the
case of large observation noise, the posterior of the spectral
representation reverts to its own prior distribution: this confirms
that a large amount of noise deems the observations useless.

C. Two illustrative examples
We now illustrate the proposed Bayesian reconstruction of

Fourier pairs (BRFP) method in terms of training and inference
in two scenarios using synthetic data. In the first case we
recovered both time and frequency signals using partial and
noise-corrupted observations from both domains. The second
experiment focuses on detecting the fundamental frequencies
(i.e., periodicities) of a sum-of-cosines from a limited number
of samples where we compare the proposed BRFP against
Lomb-Scargle [8], [9], which is specially suited to detect line
spectra (i.e., sum of sinusoids).

1) Joint time and frequency reconstruction: We implemented
the Gaussian generative model in eq. (1) for time series with
zero mean (m = 0) and covariance Σ given by the SE kernel
as shown in eq. (22) with parameters α = 0.001 and σ = 1.
We chose a time grid given by an uniform sampling interval
[0, 1] with size N = 512; we then sampled a time series, x, and
computed its spectrum via the DFT, X. We generated the partial,
noise-corrupted, observations ~Y = [y>,Y>r ,Y

>
i ]> by using

only 2% of randomly selected time and spectrum observations
with white Gaussian noise of variances σ2

t = σ2
f = 0.2. The

aim of this experiment was to implement the proposed BRFP
to recover (or reconstruct) the latent variables x and X from
the augmented observation ~Y as defined in eq. (27).
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Fig. 6: BRFP’s temporal reconstruction of a synthetic time
series using 2% of noise-corrupted time and frequency ob-
servations. The posterior mean is in solid blue and the 95%
confidence band is in light blue.
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Fig. 7: BRFP’s spectral reconstruction of a synthetic time series
using 2% of noise-corrupted time and frequency observations
estimation. The posterior mean is in solid blue and the 95%
confidence band is in light blue.

Figs. 6 and 7 show the posterior reconstructions of time and
frequency respectively using BRFP. Notice that only with a
limited number of observations, the posteriors are tight around
the latent variables. A key feature of BRFP is that, despite the
reduced amount of spectral observations, the posterior over
the spectrum is concentrated around zero for high frequencies;
this is because the (prior) SE covariance for the time series in
eq. (22) contains mainly low-frequency energy.

Additionally, as discussed in the previous section, observe
from Fig. 7 that the real (cf. imaginary) part of the spectrum is
even (cf. odd). This contributes to an improved reconstruction,
since knowing the value of the spectrum for a given frequency
automatically provides information on the spectrum for its
negative frequency counterpart.

2) Identifying periodicities from temporal observations: We
considered the synthetic sum-of-sinewaves

f(t) = 10 cos(2π0.5t)− 5 sin(2πt), (39)

for which we only observed 52 data points randomly selected
across the range [0, 10] and corrupted them with white Gaussian
noise with variance σ2

t = 0.25. Our aim was to use these
partial/noisy/unevenly-sampled observations to estimate the
fundamental frequencies f0 = 0.5 and f1 = 1 using the
proposed BRFP and then compare these estimates against the
ones of the classical Lomb-Scargle (LS) method. We remind

0 1 2 3 4 5 6
time

10

0

10
Temporal reconstruction

True
BRFP
Obs.

Fig. 8: BRFP’s temporal reconstruction of a sum-of-sinewaves,
posterior mean in solid blue and 95% confidence band in light
blue.

the reader that LS, or LS periodogram, is a classical method for
spectral estimation that is able to deal with irregularly sampled
observations [8], [9]. The LS periodogram estimates the power
spectral density by fitting a dictionary of sinusoidal bases to the
data in a least squares sense. The dictionary, which is sampled
at irregular times, is orthogonalised through a delay factor so
that the basis is orthogonal and the fitting is unique.

Fig. 8 shows the true function in eq. (39) alongside the
observations and the temporal reconstruction. BRFP was trained
with an SE kernel and zero mean via maximum likelihood.
Fig. 9 shows the spectral reconstruction alongside the true
spectrum computed via DFT over an evenly-sampled grid of
256 points in the interval [0, 4

π ]. The figure shows the real
and imaginary parts of the spectrum and the power spectrum
at the bottom. We clarify that the power spectrum for BRFP
was computed by adding square samples from the real and
imaginary parts of its spectral reconstruction. Notice that the
error bars of the proposed reconstruction in both the time
and frequency domains are tight, despite the reduced quantity
of temporal observations. The proposed method successfully
identifies both energy peaks in frequency and resembles the
complete power spectrum very closely. The LS benchmark, on
the contrary, fails to follow the shape of the power spectrum
and provides poor estimates of the power spectrum around the
frequency of the second sinusoid.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

This section validates BRFP on three experimental set-
tings against both classic and modern benchmarks. The
first experiment (E1) focuses on estimating the spectrum of
an incomplete and noise-corrupted heart-rate time series in
order to detect a specific harmonic component. The second
experiment (E2) evaluates the robustness of BRFP with respect
to increasing levels of observation noise and missing data;
this setting considered an audio recording and benchmarks
BRFP against classic and modern spectral estimation methods.
The third experiment (E3) tests BRFP for two-dimensional
data via the reconstruction of an astronomical image from
corrupted/partial 2D spectral (interferometry) measurements.
All benchmark methods against which BRFP are compared are
briefly presented on Appendix A, while the 2D extension of
BRFP, required for experiment E3, is explained on Appendix
B.

The next section presents the metrics for quantitative assess-
ment to be used across our experiments. Then, Sections IV-B,
IV-C and IV-D show experiments E1, E2 and E3, respectively.
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Fig. 9: Spectral reconstruction of a sum-of-sinewaves only
using temporal measurements. Lomb-Scargle directly computes
the power spectrum and thus, the spectrum estimates are not
available for comparison against the estimates of BRFP.

A. Performance metrics

Both temporal and spectral estimates will be assessed by
means of the normalised mean square error (NMSE), which is
the square ratio between the `2 norm of the estimate error and
the `2 norm of the ground truth, that is,

NMSE =

∑N
i=1(xi − x̂i)2∑N

i=1 x
2
i

, (40)

where xi and x̂i are the i-th value of the true and estimated
quantity respectively. The choice of the NMSE stems from the
fact that the generative model is Gaussian and therefore the
sum of squares is the empirical variance, the natural measure
of dispersion.

When it comes to power spectrum, that is, the square
magnitude of the spectrum pk = [Xr]

2
k + [Xi]

2
k, quantitative

comparison is far more challenging and a matter of investigation
in itself [31], [32]. This is because the standard `2 norm
quadratically penalises large deviations thus being insensitive
to small inaccuracies which are fundamental when estimating
energy at, e.g., harmonics. In this sense, we consider two
metrics to properly compare an estimate PSD p̂ with a ground
truth PSD p. The first one will be the `0.1 norm given by

`0.1(p− p̂) =
1

N

(
N−1∑
k=0

|pk − p̂k|0.1
)10

, (41)

which has been chosen, instead of say the `2 norm, to give
emphasis to small deviations. Intuitively, this norm resembles
the idea of whether an estimate deviates from the ground truth
or not, rather than how much it deviates. Notice that by taking

an even smaller exponent, we would have the `0 norm, which
is a count of incorrect estimates, widely used in compressed
sensing.

The second metric for comparison of PSDs will be the
Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence defined by

DKL (p‖p̂) =

N−1∑
k=0

pk log

(
pk
p̂k

)
, (42)

which requires that both p and p̂ integrate to one, meaning
that the KL divergence measures the relative spectral energy
spread rather than its magnitude. The KL divergence is an
information-theoretic measure that quantifies how well p̂k
represents the information in pk, which is exactly what we
require. In particular, notice that if pk > 0 and p̂k = 0, then the
KL becomes infinite, meaning that we will infinitely penalise
PSD estimates p̂ that fail to convey energy at frequencies that
do contain energy under the reference PSD p.

B. E1: Detecting critical harmonic activity (heart-rate signal)

We considered a heart-rate (HR) recording from the MIT-BIH
database.5 This signal corresponds to a patient with congestive
heart failure, a chronic condition that affects the heart muscles
[33]. This condition, which is characterised by a HR with low-
frequency activity, can be detected via electrocardiogram. In
this sense, our aim is to detect low-frequency spectral energy
from the time series using only partial/noisy observations that
simulate a real-world recording. Therefore, we considered an
uneven sampling of only 10% of the available data corrupted by
white Gaussian noise with σ2

t = 0.25. Figs. 10 and 11 show the
temporal and spectral representation respectively, comparing
the true signals, the observations and the BRFP reconstruction
against that of LS—see Appendix A.

Observe from Fig. 10 that the reconstruction of the temporal
representation exhibits some inaccuracies in the form of wide
error bars in the regions of missing data—see e.g., time indices
around 500. This is a consequence of the Gaussian assumption,
since this signal comprises a pseudo-periodic waveform with
wide plateaus and, thus, it is hardly Gaussian. We considered
this challenging setting to show that BRFP is robust to model
misspecification: the uncertainty associated to the wide error
bars in time is integrated out when it comes to find the posterior
spectral representation. This is evident from Fig. 11, where we
can see that the three peaks just below frequency 0.01—which
characterise the congestive heart failure—are sharp and well
defined by BRFP.

C. E2: Robust spectral estimation (audio)

The second experiment evaluated BRFP’s robustness to
different levels of observation noise and missing data. To this
end, we considered an audio signal corresponding to the note
A (or La), with fundamental frequency at 440Hz, played by a
classical piano.6 The recording—shown in Fig. 12—was taken
at a sampling rate of 44.1kHz and comprised N = 768 evenly-
sampled observations. Since this audio signal features a strong

5Source: http://ecg.mit.edu/time-series/.
6Source: https://lmms.io/lsp/?action=show&file=4346

http://ecg.mit.edu/time-series/
https://lmms.io/lsp/?action=show&file=4346
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Fig. 10: BRFP’s temporal reconstruction of a real-world heart-
rate time series. The posterior mean is in solid blue and the
95% confidence band is in light blue.
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Fig. 11: Spectral reconstruction of a heart-rate series using
temporal measurements: BRFP (SE kernel) and Lomb-Scargle.
The BRFP’s posterior mean is in solid blue and the 95%
confidence band is in light blue.

periodic component, we considered the periodic covariance
kernel for BRFP, proposed by [18], given by

K(t, t′) = σ2 exp(−α sin2(β|t− t′|)), (43)

where the hyperparameters denote the marginal variance (σ2),
the rate (α) and the frequency (β).

This experiment comprises two parts, namely the Noise
Test (where BRFP is tested against classical methods) and the
Missing-Data Test (where modern benchmarks are considered)
to be presented as follows. All benchmarks are described on
Appendix A

1) Noise Test: We first analysed the entire recording (no
missing data) and added white Gaussian noise with increasing
magnitude to compare the proposed BRFP to LS, Welch
(using non-overlapping Hanning windows of size 384) and
YW (with AR order of 400). We chose 12 values for the noise
standard deviation evenly-spaced in the range σ ∈ [0.1, 1.2].
For all considered models and levels of noise, we computed
the KL divergence and the `0.1 distance against the ground-
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time 1e 2
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2
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Fig. 12: Note A (or La), with a frequency of 440Hz, played
by a classical piano. The sampling frequency was 44.1kHz0.0 0.5 1.0
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Fig. 13: Robustness of spectral estimates. The top and bottom
rows represent the noise and missing-data tests in Secs. IV-C1
and IV-C2 respectively. The left and right columns show the
KL and the `0.1 metrics respectively. All error bars correspond
to the 20 and 80 percentile over 10 independent realisations.

truth power spectrum (given by the Periodogram using the
complete noiseless signal) over 10 realisations, thus being able
to compute error bars.

Fig. 13 (top) shows the performance of the considered
methods in this test, where BRFP outperformed the classic
methods for all levels of noise and both metrics. Notice that,
under KL (top-left), the benchmarks seem to slightly improve
with noise, which is due to the normalisation step that neglects
the error in estimating the low-magnitude harmonics. On the
contrary, the `0.1 norm (top-right) focuses on the amount of
small errors, mainly in the harmonics, where the gap between
BRFP and the benchmarks is clear.

2) Missing-Data Test: We then randomly (uniformly) re-
moved a portion of the data in the range [50%, 99%] and
implemented BRFP against LS, and the modern methods
for spectral estimation BGLS, CS-DCT and BNSE (see
Appendix A for acronyms) for non-uniformly-sampled data.
This experiment began implementing the above methods with
384 observations (half of the recording data) and concluded
with only 8 observations; i.e., with 99% of missing data. For a
realistic scenario, this experiment also considered observation
noise with fixed standard deviation σ = 0.5, and was also
repeated 10 times, since the data removal process is random,
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Fig. 14: PSD estimates of the piano audio using BRFP and
other benchmarks.

thus obtaining error bars. Fig. 13 (bottom) shows the results of
this test, where BRFP and BNSE are the competitive methods.

For both tests and performance metrics, we emphasise that
tight error bars (for the 20-80 percentiles) were achieved only
with 10 independent realisations: this allows us to identify
a clear statistical significance of the difference between the
performance of all the considered methods. Additionally, and
for illustrative purposes, we include Fig. 14 which shows the
actual estimates of the PSD using BRFP and the benchmarks
in the missing data test (10% of samples, 0.6 noise std). Notice
how BRFP faithfully follows the true PSD up to frequency
≈ 1.7, together with BNSE, while the other methods fail to
provide sound estimates. Critically, notice how the LS variant
can only find the main periodicity but fails when it comes to
represent the entire PSD. The similarity in performance for
both the proposed BRFP and BNSE stems from their common
Gaussian structural assumption, yet the advantage of the BRFP
is a practical one discussed on Section V.

D. E3: From spectral to spatial domain (interferometry)

Radio interferometry [34] is a technique in which signals
from widely-spaced antennas are combined to produce high-
resolution images of cold and/or obscured structures of our
Universe, such as planet-forming regions around young stars
or the event horizon of a black hole.

The observations of a radio interferometer correspond to a
sparse and irregularly-sampled set of the 2D Fourier spectrum
of the radio source. As direct application of the inverse
Fourier transform is not possible, the radio image is typically
reconstructed using the CLEAN heuristic [35]. Fig. 16 (top,
left) shows a 50-by-50 pixel image of young star HD142527
featuring a protoplanetary disk reconstructed with CLEAN,
from spectra observed by [36] through the ALMA observatory.7

In what follows, we apply BRFP to reconstruct the radio-
image of young star HD142527. This experiment aims to i)
show that the proposed BRFP can reconstruct HD142527 from
incomplete spectral measurements, that is, to provide an image
close to the CLEAN reconstruction (our benchmark), while
also being able to ii) place error bars for the reconstruction,
thus providing an advantage to existing reconstruction methods.

7Dataset ALMA “2011.0.00465.S”, see the appendix of [36] for more details.
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Fig. 15: Layout of antennas and sampling frequencies con-
sidered for the reconstruction of HD142527. Left: Array
of antennas, where each cross represents an antenna in the
interferometry array. Right: spectral observation pattern, where
white pixels denote observed frequencies and black pixels
denote unobserved ones. This array features 60 antennas and
it covers 54% of the (discrete-space) frequencies.

NMSE (for BRFP)
Spatial domain 1.17 · 10−3

Real spectrum 5.92 · 10−5

Imag. spectrum 1.69 · 10−2

TABLE I: NMSE for interferometry reconstruction in each
domain using BRFP.

The practical generalisation of the BRFP formulation to 2D
data can be found in Appendix B.

The frequencies observed in an interferometry application
are determined by the spatial layout of the array of antennas.
For our experiment, Fig. 15 shows the considered layout of
antennas (left) and the corresponding spectral sampling pattern
(right) that such a layout induces on the frequency space.

Table I shows the NMSE of the BRFP reconstruction for both
representations. Fig. 16 shows the reconstruction images using
BRFP, where both for the spatial and spectral representations
the ground truth (CLEAN) is presented alongside BRFP’s the
reconstruction error and standard deviation.

First of all, notice that the spatial reconstruction provided
by BRFP, Fig. 16 (d), is visually indistinguishable from
the ground truth, Fig. 16 (a). In fact, notice from Fig. 16
(j) that the reconstruction error is one order of magnitude
smaller that the images (with overall NMSE =1.17 · 10−3).
Additionally, observe that the reconstruction error, Fig. 16 (j),
takes values symmetrically wrt zero, suggesting that the spatial
reconstruction is unbiased. Another key result is that, since the
observations were acquired in the spectral domain, the standard
deviation of the spectral reconstruction collapses to zero in the
observed regions: compare Fig. 15 (right) to Figs. 16 (k) and
(l) to notice that the discrepancy between the spectral ground
truth and BRFP reconstructions only occurs on the borders of
the sampling pattern.

V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The experimental ability of BRFP has been shown through
examples on synthetic datasets and also real-world data from
healthcare, audio and astronomy. The general take-home
message of the experimental section is that BRFP performed
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Fig. 16: Reconstruction of HD142527 using BRFP. From left
to right: spatial domain, real spectrum, imaginary spectrum.
From top to bottom: Original image, BRFP reconstruction,
reconstruction st.dev and reconstruction error.

successfully for all settings and metrics, particularly for the
missing-data test in Sec. IV-C2, where it outperformed most
benchmarks and behaved similar to BNSE8. We argue that
the reason for improved performance stems from the direct
computation of the Fourier transform, a unique feature only
present on BRFP and BNSE. Intuitively, both these methods
analyse incomplete/noisy data to perform interpolation and
cleaning in a probabilistic manner, only then BRFP and BNSE
compute the Fourier transform (or its inverse) of the resulting
estimate, thus yielding a full probabilistic representation in
time and frequency. In the graphical models jargon, we could
say that both these methods integrate over the posterior latent
signal to compute the spectrum from the temporal observations
and vice versa, rather than using the observations to explicitly
compute a point estimate of the time series, to then calculate
the spectrum of such series.

To emphasise the differences between the proposed BRFP
and the recently introduced BNSE [13], we clarify that BNSE
is a fully non-parametric method, which is only defined for
windowed data due to the necessity of all trajectories being
Lebesgue integrable (see Sec. 3.2 in [13]). Therefore, the
hypothesis of BNSE requires that the data come from a
latent, infinite-dimensional but integrable, object. The proposed
BRFP, on the contrary, is defined for discrete data and can be
straightforwardly applied to it without violating any structural
assumption.

8BNSE stands for Bayesian Nonparametric Spectral Estimation; see Ap-
pendix A for its brief description.

Additionally, another key feature of BRFP against all
methods considered (including BNSE) is that it can deal with
inference in both ways: from time measurements to spectrum
estimates, and from spectral observations to temporal estimates.
The existing methods, conversely, are purpose specific and
designed for only one of these “directions”.

The results of the presented experiments suggest that the
proposed methodology provides accurate spectral analysis by
a modern Bayesian treatment of the observed data. To the best
of our knowledge, BRFP is the first method that

1) takes advantage of the fact that Gaussian signals have
Gaussian Fourier spectra, and thus they can be estimated
jointly;

2) models naturally the spectrum phase by considering both
real and imaginary parts, unlike most of existing methods
which only focus on the power spectrum magnitude; and

3) incorporates a flexible conjugate Gaussian prior and
updates it into a posterior, thus inherently and efficiently
modelling uncertainty in closed form.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have proposed Bayesian reconstruction of Fourier pairs
(BRFP), a novel methodology for joint reconstruction of
temporal and spectral representations using partial observations.
The proposed methodology focuses on discrete-time stationary
signals and assumes a flexible Gaussian generative model
for time series, together with a likelihood that allows for
noise-corrupted observations and missing data. We have also
analysed BRFP in theoretical terms against the classical spectral
estimation perspective and have showed that BRFP can be
used for general tasks in Fourier analysis such as spectral
estimation, spatial reconstruction and periodicity detection.
Both experimentally and conceptually, we have illustrated that
BRFP collapses to standard methods (such as simply applying
the DFT) when the usual assumptions of noise-free observations
hold; however, BRFP also equips the spectral analysis with a
natural treatment of missing data and observation noise.

Besides its sound presentation in connection with both
the spectral estimation and inference perspectives, BRFP has
exhibited an appealing performance for modern computation
of Fourier pairs. We emphasise that BRFP, in addition to being
a method for spectral/temporal reconstruction, is a generative
model for both temporal and spectral objects, and as such
allows for a joint reconstruction in both domains, while being
competitive with purpose-specific methods as validated in the
experimental section. Furthermore, the superior performance of
BRFP is supported by the fact that the method integrates over
the latent quantities, and although BNSE [13] also has this
property, BRFP does it with less structural (path integrability)
assumptions.

The theoretical and practical contributions position BRFP
as a unique yet simple methodology for modelling Fourier
pairs, while also providing an account of its own uncertainty
and therefore addressing the question how trustworthy is
our reconstruction? This is critical for decision-making and
designing new hardware for spectral acquisition.

Building on the concepts in this work, future research
directions include, in the Gaussian case, the design of novel
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covariance structures for BRFP, which encode specific time-
series properties such as quasi-periodicity, differentiability, and
seasonality. The main research direction, however, should be
towards relaxing the Gaussian assumption on the time series,
though this is challenging due to the conjugacy between the
Gaussian distribution and the Fourier operator. One way of lift-
ing this restriction would be to consider a latent representation
of the data, which could be Gaussian as in [25], so that the
observed data are a (nonlinear) transformation of such a hidden
representation. This is equivalent to considering a nonlinear
likelihood ~H in the proposed model. A possibility for such
a nonlinearity is to consider fuzzy approximations as in [37],
[38].
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APPENDIX

A. Benchmarks

Experiments E1, E2 and E3 (Secs. IV-B, IV-C and IV-D
respectively) aim to validate the proposed BRFP against various
methods for spectral estimation. We briefly describe those
benchmarks here.
• YW (Yule-Walker, [6], [7]): Modelling the data as an
autoregressive (AR) process and learning the weights via least
squares. Estimate PSD is that of the learnt AR model. Code
from pyspectrum9.
• LS (Lomb-Scargle, [8], [9]): A sum-of-sinusoid model is
fitted to the data via least squares. Estimate PSD is that of the
learnt model. Code from astropy10.
• Welch (Welch Periodogram, [4]): The data is split into
batches, and the standard Periodogram is computed for each
batch. The estimate PSD is the (Euclidean) average of all per-
batch periodograms. Code from scipy11

• BGLS (Bayesian Generalised LS, [39], [40]): A variant of
the LS method above that includes a floating mean and a
Gaussian noise model. Code from [40].
• CS-DCT (Compressed Sensing, [41], [42], [43]): Sparse
reconstruction of the data using the the discrete cosine
transform (DCT) and the LASSO (`1) cost. The estimate PSD
is given by DCT representation. Code from pyrunner12.
• BNSE (Bayesian Nonparametric Spectral Estimation, [13]):
The observations are interpolated by a Gaussian process (GP).
The estimate PSD is the Fourier transform of the (windowed)
posterior GP mean. Code from [13].

We clarify that not all these methods are suitable for every
experiment due to their natural limitations, e.g., the requirement
for evenly-spaced data. Therefore, only subsets of the above
list were used in some experiments.

B. Model formulation for 2D signals

For completeness, and in particular to clarify how experiment
IV-D was implemented, we briefly explain how the proposed
generative model can deal with bi-dimensional data, or images.

Our strategy was to vectorise the 2D data, converting it
into 1D and thus compatible with the proposed BRFP. To this
end, we considered an image i ∈ RN×N and its corresponding
Fourier transform I ∈ CN×N ; these two objects are 2D Fourier
pairs related by:

I = W>iW, (44)

9Source: https://pyspectrum.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
10Source: https://www.astropy.org
11Source: https://www.scipy.org
12Source: http://www.pyrunner.com/weblog/2016/05/26/

compressed-sensing-python/

where W is the Fourier matrix defined in eq. (5). The above
expression can be rewritten in vectorised form, or applying the
unfolding operator. This required to replace the matrix product
by the Kronecker product to yield

I = W>iW /vec(·), (45)
~I = (W> ⊗W>)~i, (46)
~I =W>~i. (47)

This last expression is of the form of two 1D Fourier pairs,
where the operator is given by the matrix W = W> ⊗W>.
Therefore, ~i-~I follows a relationship of the form assumed in
the paper, therefore, we can apply BRFP.

We clarify that the design of the covariance Σ in eq. (1)
needs to take into account the vectorised representation of the
image. We addressed this by designing the covariance for the
image representation i, and then unfolding the kernel as well,
so that it corresponds to the kernel of the vectorised image ~I.
As a consequence, we have a complete vector representation of
the image, including its covariance matrix, that is compatible
with the original formulation of BRFP.

https://pyspectrum.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
https://www.astropy.org
https://www.scipy.org
http://www.pyrunner.com/weblog/2016/05/26/compressed-sensing-python/
http://www.pyrunner.com/weblog/2016/05/26/compressed-sensing-python/
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